You are invited to join a Let's Talk America conversation where you’ll sit down with people like you ~ and not like you ~ in a living experience of democracy. You’ll explore questions that matter to all of us in this election year. Freedom. Fairness. Honesty. What America is about... and could be.

It’s An LTA conversation...if it is...

Inclusive - All people, and all perspectives welcome.
Non-partisan - There is no lobbying for causes, candidates, movements, or parties.
Respectful - There is a host, and ground rules to assure that everyone has a chance to be heard.
Open - New people, new ideas, new information, open up new insights and possibilities for action.

We are all We-the-People. Every voice matters. Join us!

www.letstalkamerica.org

Find a conversation near you at: www.letstalkamerica.org

How to get involved

Host: Invite friends to your home, a bookstore, library or café. Use the process, agreements and questions on the back to have an LTA conversation. Register on the website to open your group to new people.
Convene: Build a network of people and groups who may differ in views but care about democracy. Hold a city-wide LTA event.
Endorse: Take a stand for a more perfect union among We The People. Add your name, or your organization’s, to the list of endorsers.
Donate: Talk is cheap, speech is still free, but bringing LTA to the people has costs - support it!
Participate: Thousands of hosts everywhere are welcoming LTA talkers and listeners to their conversations.